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Abstract. In this paper, we present an artifact-based micro-organizational
level infrastructure for agent societies. It provides a way to define and
manage the organizational roles and groups of organizational roles that
characterize the micro-organizational level of agent societies, in terms
of the four organizational dimensions: structural, functional, dialogical
and normative. The main micro-organizational features supported by the
infrastructure are: definition of roles in terms of achievement and mainte-
nance goals, and their corresponding organizational norm-oriented plans;
organizational norms and corresponding sanction-based mechanism of
norm enforcement; organizational protocols to support the achievement
of role goals; relations of organizational dependences between roles and
groups of roles; reputation mechanism to help agents to find partners for
their individual goals and to select partners to achieve collective goals.
The infrastructure is based on the A&A meta-model, as implemented in
CArtAgO, and in the concept of embodied organizations.

Keywords: MAS organizations, organizational management infrastruc-
ture, reputation mechanisms, dependence relations, normative infras-
tructure, organizational interaction.

1 Introduction

One way to constrain the autonomy of agents in a multiagent system is to use
an organization, so that the behaviors of agents are regulated by the constraints
that are defined in a formal structure aiming to direct the system to achieve its
particular purposes.

One step in the incorporation of an organizational structure to a multiagent
system is the definition of the roles and working groups of roles that should be
present in that organization, their features and their relationships what we call
the micro-organizational level of the organization [1].

Moreover, it is also necessary to define the operation of the micro-organizational
level, both in terms of the patterns of interaction and mechanisms to monitor
the behavior of agents and in terms of mechanisms that allow agents to appro-
priately choose organizational partners to better achieve the goals assigned to
the organizational roles that they enact.
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Thus it is necessary not only to formally specify this organization as well as
given that the agents are assumed to be autonomous - to dynamically support
the agents in making use of this specification at the run-time of the organization.

One way to achieve the latter aim is to keep a representation of the organiza-
tion features explicitly available to the agents in an organizational management
infrastructure.

The purpose of this paper is to present OrIAs (Organizational Infrastructure
for Agents) an artifact-based infrastructure to support the micro-organizational
level of the organization of multiagent systems.

OrIAs supports four dimensions of organizational modeling: structural, func-
tional, dialogical and normative. The interrelationship of these dimensions allows
to constrain the behaviors of the agents, to establish patterns of interaction be-
tween them, to distribute tasks and to coordinate the activities of the agents.
OrIAs allows the definition of both achievement and maintenance goals for orga-
nizational roles. The infrastructure also incorporates supports for the organiza-
tional reasoning of the agents, in terms of organizational power and dependence
relations between the organizational roles that they enact. OrIAs uses a rep-
utation mechanism both to assist agents in seeking partnerships for achieving
individual and organizational goals, and to assist the norm enforcement mecha-
nism.

OrIAs is based on the A&A meta-model [2] and the concept of embod-
ied organizations [3], and uses the platform CArtAgO1 for its implementation,
and for providing the explicit representation of the organization for the agents.
Since CArtAgO has bridges (specific APIs) for different agent platforms, this
allows multiagent systems developed on different platforms (and on different,
distributed platforms) to be constrained by one single infrastructure.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background neces-
sary for the work. Sections 3 and 4 present the proposed organizational infras-
tructure. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Conceptual Background

2.1 Multiagent Systems Organization

In this paper the organization of a multiagent system is conceived as a set of
constraints adopted by the agents that join the multiagent system [4, 5].

Some organizational models are associated with generic software architec-
tures, called Organisation Management Infrastructure (OMI), capable of man-
aging organizations of agents from an organizational specification [5]. The orga-
nizational specification allows the description of the model according to a specific
syntax using a format that can be handled by the infrastructure. The OMI re-
ceives the specification of an organization as input, interprets it, and provides
an organization to the agents according to the specification provided.

1 http://cartago.sourceforge.net/
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Organizational models can be characterized according to their main modeling
dimensions. According to Coutinho et al. [4] the main organizational dimensions
are: structural, functional, dialogical, and normative.

The structural dimension is related the specification of roles, groups and
relationships between roles. The functional dimension is characterized by speci-
fying goals (individual or collective) and decomposition of goals that are linked
to fulfillment of the purpose of organizing agents. The dialogical dimension is
characterized by the specification and structures of direct interaction between
roles by exchanging messages in order to achieve the organizational goals. The
normative dimension defines norms to interrelate and regulate the functional
elements, structural and dialogical.

Some Organizational Models and Infrastructures OrIas allows to specify
an organization of agents in terms of four organizational dimensions. Besides
allowing the creation of organizations according to the examples provided in
the paper infrastructure, organizations based on other organizational models
existing in the literature can be created.

STEAM (Shell for TEAMwork) [6] is a model for the development of teams
in which the organization is designed as a team of agents. This model is based on
joint intentions theory. The model has two hierarchies connected via roles: team
organization hierarchy and roles and team activity hierarchy. These hierarchies
represent the structure and functioning of a team. The organization in this model
is represented in terms of teams, sub-teams, roles, goals and shared plans. Agents
that come into a team and enact roles must follow certain plans. TEAMCORE
[7] is the infrastructure that is based on the STEAM model.

TAEMS (Task Analysis, Environmental Modeling and Simulation) [8] is a
modeling language to describe structures of tasks of agents. TAEMS allows ex-
plicit and quantitative representation of the interrelationship of tasks. A task
structure in TAEMS is a tree decomposition task. The highest nodes are tasks
that represent the goals that the agent tries to achieve. Tasks can be decomposed
into sub-goals. An individual task that has no subtasks is called method. There
may be more than one method to accomplish a task, and each method has an
amount of time and produces a result with a certain quality.

In ISLANDER [9], organization of agents is composed of four basic ele-
ments: dialogical framework, scenes, performative structure and norms. Dialogi-
cal framework defines valid locutions that agents can exchange and what are the
roles participants and their relationships. The interactions between agents are
articulated through agent group meetings called scenes that follow well-defined
protocols. While a scene models a particular multiagent dialogue activity, more
complex activities can be specified by establishing relationships between scenes
captured by the performative structure. Standards represent the obligations of
agents to assume roles and participate in scenes. AMELI [10] is the organiza-
tional infrastructure that implements electronic institutions specified using the
language of ISLANDER.
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MOISE + [11] is an extension of the MOISE model [12]. In this model speci-
fication is divided into the organizational dimensions: structural, functional, and
deontic. The structural dimension specifies the roles, groups and links the or-
ganization. The functional dimension specifies how the global collective goals
can be achieved, as are decomposed into global plans, grouped in sets of mis-
sions and assigned to agents. The decomposition of global plans results in a
goal-tree scheme called functional scheme, where leaf-goals are to be achieved
by the agents that enact the roles to which those leaf-goals were assigned. The
deontic dimension is responsible for connecting the structural and functional di-
mensions, mainly by specifying obligations of missions to the roles. S-MOISE+
[13] is the middleware that implements the MOISE + model. ORA4MAS [14] is
the gateway that supports the organizational infrastructure of MOISE+ model
on the basis of the concept of agent and artifacts.

Opera [15] is an organizational model composed of four conceptual frame-
works: social structure, interaction structure, norms and communication struc-
ture. The social structure defines roles and groups, and a dependency graph
determining the conditions for an agent to enact a role. Possible actions for a
role determine interactions with other agents. Patterns of interactions between
agents establish the possible dialogues. The interaction structure is formed by a
set of scenes that follow scripts. A script describes a scene of activity, i.e. how
roles interact and evolve in the scene. The normative framework defines how in-
dividuals should behave. Norms are specified in deontic logic and can be related
to roles, scenes or transitions between scenes. In the communication structure
exist mechanisms that include both domain representation of knowledge and
communication protocols. The specification of the content of communication is
done using ontologies and agent communication languages. Operetta [16] is a
graphical environment for specification and analysis of organizational models
specified in OperA.

AGR [17] is an evolution of the AALAADIN [18] organizational model. This
model is based on three main concepts: agents, groups and roles. An agent is
defined as an entity which assumes active and communicating roles within the
group. A group can be defined as aggregations of agents sharing common char-
acteristics. A role is an abstract representation of a function, service or identi-
fication of the agent within a group. MADKIT [19] is an open source modular
and scalable multiagent platform built upon the AGR (Agent/Group/Role) or-
ganizational model.

2.2 A&A metamodel

According to [2], A&A is a metamodel characterized in terms of three abstrac-
tions: agents, artifacts and workspaces. According to this model a multiagent
system is designed within a common environment perceived and used by agents.
This environment provides features and services that agents can exploit to facil-
itate individual and social activities.

Workspaces are containers used to structure and organize the set of agents
and artifacts thus defining the topology of the environment. The agents in this
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model represent the proactive components system having as main characteristic
autonomy. Artifacts, in turn, represent passive components of the system built
for a particular function. These entities are reactive and do not have autonomy in
terms of control. Agents can instantiate, share and use the artifacts as resources
and tools in their activities. The behaviors of these devices emerge only when
used by agents. Thus, in order to be used, artifacts may provide operations
that change the state of the artifact causing it to produce certain effects on the
environment.

2.3 Embodied Organizations

The concept of embodied organizations has the intention to integrate organiza-
tional agents and environments [3]. The realization of this concept presents two
distinct types of artifacts in a workspace: Environmental Artifacts (EAs) and
Organizational Artifacts (OAs).

In this model may be present two distinct types of artifacts in a workspace:
Environmental Artifacts (EAs) and Organizational Artifacts (OAs). Environ-
mental artifacts can be considered as resources or tools used for certain purpose
with the intention of assisting the agents in their individual and collective activ-
ities. Organizational artifacts, in turn, incorporate some organizational entities
and services as, for example, defining roles and groups of roles, tracking the the
achievement of role goals, keeping norms to be followed by the agents, and others
[20].

In this context, environmental artifacts can be used as mediators between
the organization and the environment. Since when they are used by agents,
environmental artifacts are capable of generating observable events, artifacts
allow certain agent behaviors to be monitored and detected in society [20].

2.4 Power and Dependence Relations

Dependence relations are major source of social interaction and cooperation
among agents [21]. We can say that an agent Ag1 is socially dependent on an
agent Ag2 if among them there are certain social interference. For example, to
achieve a certain goal Ag1 depends that Ag2 performs some task that Ag1 is
not able to perform. Also, one says that in this situation, Ag2 acquires a certain
social power [22] over Ag1, since its action can facilitate or hinder the attainment
of the objectives of Ag1 [23].

There are three types of dependence situations: mutual (agents depend on
each other for the same goal), reciprocal (agents depend on each other for differ-
ent purposes) and unilateral (only one of the agents is dependent on the other).
There various types of dependences that vary with the number of partners in-
volved. An and-dependence occurs when there are many agents who need to
carry out different tasks for an agent Ag1 can achieve a goal g.

A or-dependence occurs when there are many partner options that can per-
form a specific task for an agent Ag1 can achieve his goal. A co-dependency
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occurs when a group of agents depends on the particular agent Ag1, each for its
own purpose [24].

In OrIAs, the power and dependence relations that are taken as relevant
are those at the micro-organizational level, that is, those between organizational
roles and between groups of organizational roles.

2.5 Social Reasoning Mechanism

Reasoning about the other agents in society is an important feature of an intel-
ligent agent [23]. To make this possible, an agent needs a mechanism for social
reasoning. This type of mechanism allows an agent to evaluate the susceptibility
of other agents in the adoption of their goals. This mechanism is based on the
theory of dependence and social power and allows a better adaptation of the
agent in the environment, as it improves its performance in achieving its objec-
tives. The mechanism helps the agent in the process of forming partnerships or
coalitions to perform tasks that the agent alone would be unable to accomplish.

2.6 Image and Reputation

Reputation is an important factor to be considered in multiagent systems. In
the organizational context, reputation can be used as to assist in the norm
enforcement, as an incentive for agents to behave as expected and to assist the
search for potential partners for an interaction being used as an aid in decision
making between the various options partnerships [25] [26].

Reputation is the communication of beliefs about how agents are evaluated
in relation to a socially desired behavior. The reputation spreads as a ripple
effect of beliefs. First an agent Ag1 conducts an assessment of a given agent Ag2
during some interaction or observation. This observation is called social image
over the agent Ag2, which is nothing more than a set of beliefs resulting from
the evaluation of this agent. Moreover, the reputation is defined as the effect
caused by transmission of this image (social evaluation) [25].

Thus, the image is a belief evaluation that says if an agent is good or bad
in relation to certain behavior. Moreover, the reputation is one level above the
image being a meta-belief on the mind of the other, or represents the evaluation
of the other in relation to a particular agent.

Reputation may concern any type of activity the agents are involved. In
OrIAs, in particular, the reputation mechanism concerns the compliance to or-
ganizational norms, and the appropriate performance of organizational protocols.

2.7 Achievement and Maintenance Goals

Goals can be, usually, of two main types: achievement goal and maintenance
goal [27].

Achievement goals are goals adopted by the agents to achieve a particular
state, which are dropped when they are satisfied. Maintenance goals refer to a
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state of the world that the agent aims to maintain. In other words, a state that
is true and is kept indefinitely in this way (e.g., to ensure the room temperature
stays below 20 degrees). This type of goal is not dropped when hit as achievement
goals.

Maintenance goal can be used in two ways. The first called reactive, which
consists of waiting until a certain condition becomes false before taking any steps
to restore this state. The second way is called proactive and acts in advance
avoiding the condition changing.

3 OrIAs Dimensions

The organizational model structuring OrIAs is defined in the four organizational
dimensions: structural, functional, dialogical, and normative.

3.1 Structural Dimension

The structural dimension allows defining the roles and groups that exist in the
organization. Roles are responsible for binding agents to organizations and con-
strain the behavior of agents. Groups correspond to the aggregation of agents
that have similar functions.

Roles defined in this model are characterized by the goals that must be
achieved by agents, plans for achieving these goals, cardinality, compatibility
and dependency relations of each role. In this model an agent who enacts a role,
besides receiving the goal to be achieved, receives the plan to achieve this goal.
The cardinality refers to the maximum number of agents that can enact certain
role. An agent can take more than one role. So compatibility refers to what roles
an agent can enact if it has already taken certain role. For example, an agent
cannot assume the role of police and criminal at the same time.

This model has an general organization, Figure 1, which define the roles of
the organization. This general organization can be partitioned in groups. These
groups are created in order to achieve goals that require collaboration and coor-
dination of agents with distinct capabilities.

Fig. 1. General Organization

A group is formed by the aggregation of multiple agents that have enacted
a role in the general organization. A group has a global goal decomposed into
subgoals assigned to agents with specific roles or other group. Agents belonging
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to the group coordinate their actions to achieve the global goal. One group is
characterized by a global goal, a set of roles that can adopt the subgoals of the
overall plan and the dependencies relations of the group.

Agents are autonomous entities. However agents in a common and dynamic
environment hardly are self-sufficient. In this case an agent will depend on others
to achieve some of your goals or actions. Groups can also be dependents of other
groups to achieve some task. This model allows defining the dependence relations
among roles and among groups. For example, you can define that an agent who
enacts the role of master student depends on an agent that enacts a role of
advisor to perform his research. A group can be defined as composed of several
agents that try to achieve an objective to collect materials of determined region.
However, this group can be dependent of another group able to carry out the
task of analyzing the material collected.

3.2 Functional Dimension

The functional dimension is responsible for the behavior of the organization. In
this model, agents can assume roles of general organization and participate in a
group for the achievement of collective goals.

The roles have goals and plans for achieving these goals. So when an agent
enacts a role the agent must achieve the goals. After an agent adopts a role, it
receives the goals and plans relating to this role. One of these goals is called start
goal. This goal has a plan containing subgoals that are the goals of the role in
sequence to be achieved. As each subgoal is achieved the agent tries to achieve
the next subgoal of the start goal.

Groups can be created within the general organization. An agent can par-
ticipate in one or more groups. A group works as a single agent and has a
global goal. This goal has a plan consisting of subgoals that can be performed
by agents or groups. In this plan, the global goal is decomposed into subgoals
that are assigned to agents who enact certain roles within the group.

To better understand, consider the example of the Mars rovers. In this orga-
nization there are three types of roles that can be enacted: rocks explorer robot,
soil explorer robot and supplier robot. Figure 2 shows an example of when an
agent Ag1 enacts the role of rocks explorer robot and gets the goals and plans
of this role. In this tree the root node represents the start goal. The child nodes
represent the goals of the role. These goals are in the first level of the tree and
represent the subgoals of the start goal. The leaf nodes represent steps of the
plan to achieve the desired goal.

The organization may have a goal that involves more than one agent for its
achievement. An example would be the objective of exploring the environment to
seek answers about the existence of water on the planet. A group can be created
to achieve this global goal. The group is created by an agent called manager of
the group. The manager when create a group can access the plan for achieving
the global goal. Each step of the plan should be assigned to an agent or group
capable of performing such a task. The manager must find agents/groups within
the general organization with the requirements necessary to achieve one of the
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subgoals in the collective plan. This collective plan has an overall goal, root node
of the tree in Figure 2, which is decomposed into subgoals. These subgoals can
be achieved by agents having specific role or by groups able to perform a certain
task.

(a) Individual goal. (b) Collective goal.

Fig. 2. Goals of the functional dimension.

The model allows define maintenance goals for agents who assume certain
roles. Maintenance goals can be created, in the previous example, for agents who
assume the roles of rocks explorer robot and soil explorer robot to ensure that
they move with a certain speed and having sufficient fuel.

Agents and groups can be dependents to carry out their tasks. To check
the dependencies is necessary a social reasoning mechanism. In this model are
defined two structures that allow social reasoning both for groups and for agents.
These structures are based on external description proposed in [23].

The dependence structure for roles, Table 1, is composed by roles, agents,
goal dependence and action dependence. Roles refer to the role which will be
described the features of dependence. Agents refer to agents that are enacting
the role in a given time. Goal dependence refers to the goals of which the role is
dependent and what role can achieve this goal. Action dependence refers to the
action which the role is dependent and which role can carry out this action.

Table 1. External description to role dependence

Role Agents Goal Dependence Action Dependence

exploreRocksRobot {Ag1, Ag2, Ag3} fuel: supplierRobot collectRockSamples:
exploreSoilRobot

exploreSoilRobot {Ag4, Ag5} fuel: supplierRobot -
supplierRobot {Ag6, Ag7} - -

The dependence structure for groups, Table 2, is composed by group, goal and
group dependence. Group refers to the group which will be assigned the charac-
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teristics of dependency. Goal represents the goal which the group is dependent.
Group dependence refers to the group or groups which this group depends.

Table 2. External description to group dependence

Group Goal Group Dependence

G1 exploreEnvironment G2: analyzingSamples
G2 analyzingSamples -

OrIAs works with three types of reputation: reputation of delegation, rep-
utation of norms and reputation of goals of the role. Reputation of delegation
refers to the reputation of an agent regarding adoption of the delegated tasks.
Reputations of norms refer to an agent have complied or not with the norms.
Reputation of goals of the role refers to the achievement of the goals assigned to
the role.

When an agent cannot achieve a goal or an action he checks if the reason is
due to an action or goal that he cannot carry out alone. If this is the reason the
agent will use the external description to check his dependencies. The selection
of a partner will take into consideration the agent’s reputation regarding the
adoption of delegated tasks. To achieve his goals an agent may need to have ac-
cess to certain resources. The use of these resources are regulated by norms. The
compliance/noncompliance with the norms directly reflects on the reputation
of the agent regarding the norms. Each role has goals that must be achieved.
The fulfillment of the goals of a role directly affects the reputation of the agents
regarding the achievement of goals of the role.

3.3 Dialogical Dimension

The dialogical dimension defines the communication protocols used for interac-
tion among agents. In this model the communication of agents occurs to group
formation, to group coordination and due to dependency relationships.

When a group is created the manager of the group needs to seek agents
that carry out parts of collective task. For this purpose we use the contract net
protocol [28] to determine which agent is responsible to a particular part of the
collective goal. The group manager checks which agents are enacting a role in
the general organization that is able to perform a certain task of the collective
goal. After this, the manager requests the fulfillment of the tasks for the selected
agents. Upon receiving the answers the group manager evaluate which of the
agents has a higher reputation regarding the achievement of goals of the role
and informs the decision to the selected agent.

When an agent cannot perform some task of his individual plan or a group
depends on another group to carry out a task of the collective plan, the Request
protocol is used [29]. In this protocol tasks to be performed are required by
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agents/groups. The agreement regarding the fulfillment of the task is sent by
recipients.

3.4 Normative Dimension

Norms can be used to guide, regulate or control a behavior. Thus the norma-
tive dimension can be used to regulate the functional, structural and dialogical
elements. The norms can be used in the structural dimension, for example, to
regulate which roles can be enact by the agents at the same time. In the func-
tional dimension norms can be used, for example, to restrict certain actions that
agents can perform. In dialogical dimension norms can be used, for example, to
control the patterns of interaction among agents.

In this model the norms will be used to control access to resources used by
agents to achieve their goals. A resource can be, for example, an environment
artifact that aid agents in performing their individual and collective tasks.

4 OrIAs Artifacts

The infrastructure is composed of organizational artifacts. Environment Arti-
facts, specific of the application, can be created and can interact with organi-
zational artifacts. As an example, can be created artifacts that represent some
environment resource that may have its access controlled by the use of norms.

Although there are approaches that use the concept of embodied organiza-
tions based in A&A metamodel, eg, ORA4MAS [14], Orias has some character-
istics that differentiate it from them.

This infrastructure allows to specify an organization according to the char-
acteristics of the four organizational dimensions presented in Section 3. Unlike
other infrastructures, OrIAs also allows specifying relationships and dependen-
cies relations among roles and groups as well as distinguished achievement and
maintenance goals. The infrastructure also allows the use a of a reputation sys-
tem to assist the choice of partners, norm enforcement and compliance with the
goals of the role.

Finally, unlike other infrastructure using artifacts, OrIAs uses a communi-
cation infrastructure that is independent of agents platform. This allows that
agents developed on different platforms can adopt the same organization.

The organizational infrastructure, illustrated in Figure 3, reify the four di-
mensions of the organizational model. It is composed of the following artifacts:
GeneralORG, Role, Group, Norm, RoleDEP, GroupDEP, RoleGoalsREP, Dele-
gationREP, NormREP, FIPAContractNET and FIPARequest. Environment ar-
tifacts can be created to interact with the artifacts of the infrastructure.

GeneralORG is an artifact that takes the organizational specification file as
input, interpret it, and make organization available to the agents. This file is
a XML that has a specific syntax and format that can be interpreted by the
artifact. This file specifies the structural dimensions, functional, and regulatory
dialogue. The GeneralORG artifact allows querying roles that can be adopted,
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Fig. 3. Artifacts of the infrastructure.

the groups can be created and agents that are part of the organization. Gen-
eralORG is an artifact that takes the organizational specification file as input,
interpret it, and make organization available to the agents. A XML file that has
a specific syntax and format that can be interpreted by the artifact is used. This
file specifies the structural dimensions, functional, and regulatory dialogue. The
GeneralORG artifact allows querying roles that can be adopted, the groups can
be created and agents that are part of the organization.

Role is an artifact that allows agents adopt and leave roles, check that agents
assume roles and roles compatibility. When the agents assume roles they receive
the goals to be achieved and the plans to achieve them. The fulfillment or not
of the goals of role directly affects the reputation of the agent as to whether the
objectives of the role that is available to other agents by RoleGoalsDEP artifact.

Group is an artifact to support the coordination of the execution of a collec-
tive plan. In this artifact is possible to join and leave a group, check the status
of execution of a plan, check the agent group manager and check the agents or
groups responsible for the tasks in the plan.

The artifacts RoleDEP and GroupDEP are used for social reasoning. These
artifacts allow agents to query partners when an agent is not self-sufficient to
perform a task or when a group has a goal that corresponds to a collective plan
done by another group. Agents can seek potential partners from these artifacts.
Additionally, for the choice of a partner agents can use information about the
reputation concerning the completion of delegated tasks.
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When an agent Ag1, who assumed a role, is not self-sufficient to perform an
action or goal he should seek partners for delegation of a task. When delegating
a task to an agent Ag2, he may or may not fulfill the delegated task. If Ag2 not
perform the task, Ag1 form a negative image of Ag2. This image is transferred
to the artifact delegationREP. The last image is integrated with the image that
Ag2 has due to other interactions forming a reputation for Ag2 and the adoption
of delegated tasks.

The Norm artifact creates norms (specifying permissions, obligations, and
permissions) from the organizational specification file and allows agents with
organizational roles to update or delete them. Agents who assume the role of
norm enforcers should be responsible for detecting the fulfillment and violation
of norms and for the application of sanctions. They also should be responsible
for making the compliance/non compliance with norms directly affect the rep-
utation of the agents regarding norm compliance (for instance, by making the
agents reputation about norm compliance increase, when agents comply with
the norms,), in the normREP artifact.

The artifacts FIPAContractNet and FIPARequest refer to artifacts of com-
munication responsible for the interaction between agents. These artifacts are
created from the communication infrastructure proposed in Rodrigues et al. [30]
which is integrated into the organizational infrastructure proposal allowing mate-
rialize the dialogical dimension of the model. The communication infrastructure
allows creating new protocols and different ways of communication just creating
the respective artifacts.

The communication infrastructure is composed by Communication Artifacts,
which are divided into two groups: protocol artifacts, which encapsulate the log-
ics of some communication protocol and speech act artifacts, which execute sim-
ple speech acts. Communication is achieved by executing operations available on
these artifacts. Since they operate as communications mediators, their function
is to route any message to its respective receivers and to supervise the order
in which they are sent, if protocols are used. The speech act artifacts are used
simply to send messages, while the protocol artifacts are used to define an au-
thorized sequence of messages to send (that is, defining the protocol’s execution
flow).

5 Conclusions

In this work we presented the OrIAs infrastructure for the micro-organizational
level of the organization of multiagent systems.

This infrastructure allows working with organizations that differentiate achieve-
ment and maintenance goals, and allows specifying and restricting agents’ be-
havior in relation to both individual and collective goals. It also allows restricting
access to resources using norms. It uses reputation as an aid to norm enforcement
and to choice partners for the realization of individual and collective goals. It
allows the use of reputation to identify situations where the agents do not satisfy
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the needs of the multiagent system through the identification of non-compliance
with norms and goals of the roles.

OrIAs is in development stage and is being implemented using the CARTAGO
platform. This infrastructure will enable execute tests with agents deployed on
different platforms enabling these agents interact and adopt the same organiza-
tional specification.

Ongoing work concerns the incorporation, in the functional dimension of
OrIAs, of support for mechanisms of dynamical reorganization of multiagent
systems.
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